Abstract: Solving sequential decision prediction problems, including those in imitation learning settings, requires mitigating the problem of covariate shift. The standard approach, DAgger, relies on capturing expert behaviour in all states that the agent reaches. In real-world settings, querying an expert is costly. We propose a new active learning algorithm that selectively queries the expert, based on both a prediction of agent error and a proxy for agent risk, that maintains the performance of unrestrained expert querying systems while substantially reducing the number of expert queries made. We show that our approach, RadGrad, has the potential to improve upon existing safety-aware algorithms, and matches or exceeds the performance of DAgger and variants (i.e., SafeDAgger) in one simulated environment. However, we also find that a more complex environment poses challenges not only to our proposed method, but also to existing safety-aware algorithms, which do not match the performance of DAgger in our experiments.
Introduction
Sequential decision prediction problems, including imitation learning, differ from typical supervised learning tasks in that the actions of the agent affect the distribution of future observed states. The violation of the distributional stationarity assumption inherent in standard machine learning practice results in error compounding. As the agent drifts into states an expert would not have, error increases due to a lack of relevant training data.
Consider, for instance, the task of teaching an autonomous car to stay within road boundaries. A facile approach would be to simply train a supervised learning system where environment states (e.g., road markings) are mapped to expert actions (e.g., the angle and velocity of a human driver) from a dataset of expert driving. During testing, if the car begins to drift off-course (inevitable for any algorithm that does not achieve perfect accuracy), the observed states would begin to differ from the training states. Compounding errors may cause the car to veer completely off-track.
To mitigate this issue, algorithms have been designed (i.e., DAgger [1] and its derivatives) to iteratively aggregate training data on expert behaviour in states that the agent visits. An underlying goal of these works is to maximize accuracy while minimizing the number of expert queries. Yet current approaches still require a high amount of expert input, making them infeasible for many realworld tasks. Consider teaching a robot surgeon: Having a surgeon demonstrate tens of thousands of surgeries is impractical. We propose a new algorithm that requires less expert input than DAgger while performing similarly. Our approach outperforms current state-of-the-art DAgger alternatives (i.e., SafeDAgger [2] ) in query efficiency at a similar computational cost, increasing the breadth of real-world problems that can be solved with an imitation learning approach.
Related Work
We begin by introducing some notation to facilitate comparison of approaches and guide the rest of this paper. In the most general setting, we are given a set of expert demonstrations consisting of states s and the corresponding expert actions (determined by the expert policy π * ): D = {s i , π * (s i )}. We seek to find a policy π ∈ Π that closely mimics the expert policy π * . We define a surrogate loss function that captures how "close" the two policies are (π * , π) and seek to minimize it:
Unfortunately, we do not have knowledge of the underlying expert policy and instead have access only to its manifestation as a map from observed states to actions. Training only on states observed by the expert, as in supervised learning, is known to generally lead to poor performance due to covariate shift [1] . We may improve our estimate of π * , and thus potentially improve (π * , π), by collecting additional expert demonstrations at cost C(s i ) during agent-observed state s i . Accordingly, we minimize subject to a maximum cost C
and must make a choice at each agent-observed s i whether we wish to query the expert. In the original DAgger algorithm [1] , the cost C(s i ) is implicitly assumed to be zero and the expert is always queried. A number of works have enhanced standard DAgger with probabilistic active learning machinery to determine when querying the expert is optimal under non-zero expert cost.
SafeDAgger [2] uses an initial set of demonstrations to train a binary risk classifier that predicts whether the agent will make a mistake in a given state, and then uses this classifier to choose when to query the expert. DropoutDAgger [3] uses the Bayesian interpretation of neural networks with dropout to measure the epistemic uncertainty associated with a state. However, it uses this estimate only to guide action selection, while still querying the expert every time. BAgger [4] incorporates these two ideas by directly modelling the agent's error with respect to the expert as a Gaussian Process or Bayesian Neural Network. Then, it obtains an empirical estimate of a percentile-based worst-case loss to decide whether to query the expert.
In pure reinforcement learning, Bayesian Q-learning [5] and Bayesian Deep Q-learning [6] learn a probabilistic Q function that incorporates the agent's uncertainty about future rewards. However, the goal of these works is to achieve an optimal exploration-exploitation trade-off, and they do not address how agents could benefit from access to expert demonstrations.
Unlike other approaches, RadGrad introduces the concept of a loss gradient ( Figure 1 ). SafeDAgger estimates whether a proposed agent action will exceed the unknown expert action beyond a safety threshold τ using what we term a loss network. We assume that the loss network is differentiable and query the expert both when the threshold is exceeded but also when the norm of the gradient of the prediction with respect to the concatenated vector of state and proposed action exceeds a separate threshold . This gradient is a crude proxy for risk. As we describe later, this differs from the concept of uncertainty that Bayesian approaches and ensemble methods are well-suited for.
Method

RadGrad Algorithm
The four parts of our RadGrad approach (the primary network, the loss network, the loss gradient, and data aggregation) are summarized in Algorithm 1 and detailed below.
Primary Network To find a policy π ∈ Π that minimizes (π * , π), we require a way to express π. Accordingly, we learn a function that maps from states in R m to actions in R n . We employ a feedforward neural network with hidden layer sizes [128, 128, 32, 8] and dropout rate of 0.2, trained using our set of expert demonstrations D. At test time, an observed state s i is inputted into this function to generate a proposed agent actionâ i . Loss Network We additionally learn a differentiable function, which we term a loss network, that maps state and proposed agent action pairs in R m+n into an estimate of the difference between the proposed agent action and the unknown expert action in R n . We employ a feed-forward neural network with hidden layer sizes [128, 128, 64, 64, 32, 32, 16, 16, 8] and dropout rate of 0.2. When the norm of the loss network output exceeds a safety threshold τ , the expert is queried for expert action a * i . This is the strategy specified in Algorithm 1. An alternative implementation of the loss network, more similar to SafeDAgger, maps state and proposed agent action pairs in R m+n to the probability that the norm of the loss network output exceeds the safety threshold τ . In the latter case, the expert is queried for a * i if the predicted probability exceeds Loss Gradient Additionally, we calculate the norm of the gradient of the output of the loss network with respect to its input. If the norm exceeds a threshold , then we query the expert for a * i . This norm is a proxy for risk. A large norm implies that a small change in either the state or proposed action would have a large impact on the probability of exceeding the threshold τ , and thus the agent is in as, we define, a risky state with high potential for error. Without the computationally-costly endeavour of building an ensemble or Bayesian neural network to measure uncertainty proper, we have built a proxy for measuring risk (which we treat as distinct from uncertainty).
Data Aggregation Whenever the expert is queried, we append the state and expert action pair (s i , a * i ) to D. In this work, we choose to take the expert action whenever we query the expert, although more fine-grained rules could be explored in future work. Appending these state-action pairs serves to shift the distribution of training states from those an expert would see to those the agent sees. We retrain the primary network on this new, aggregated dataset to improve agent performance, separating 20% of the dataset for validation so as to reduce the risk of overfitting.
Experimental Setup
Algorithms We compare the performance of five primary algorithms in our analysis. These five include three non-gradient algorithms (DAgger, SafeDAgger, and Loss Network) and two gradient algorithms (SafeDAgger Gradient and Loss Network Gradient, or RadGrad). The non-gradient algorithms query the expert and execute the returned action if the loss network threshold is surpassed; the gradient algorithms query the expert in this case as well, but also if the gradient threshold is exceeded. SafeDAgger and SafeDAgger Gradient refer to a loss network that outputs the probability of surpassing τ , as opposed to an output in R n .
Additionally, we consider the performance of three baseline methods: expert actions, supervised learning, and random selection. The expert action baseline is the reward achieved by the expert on the task. We consider the expert baseline only implicitly; we present loss measures as the difference in reward between the agent algorithm and the expert. We present the results of a simple supervised learning algorithm (which trains on expert demonstrations in expert-observed states only) to display the issue of covariate shift we wish to resolve. Finally, we present the random selection baseline. Initialize π agent, 1
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Random selection queries and follows the expert at random agent-observed states. A random selection baseline is necessary to establish the complexity of active learning approaches is warranted.
Finally, because we observe that random selection performs quite well in practice and hypothesize that an unbiased sampling strategy can be beneficial for convergence and stability, we test two hybrid algorithms: Loss Gradient Random (RadGrad Random) and SafeDAgger Gradient Random. At each timestep a fair coin is flipped to determine whether to use the loss-based versus random strategy.
Environment We test our approach in the Reacher-v2 and Hopper-v2 OpenAI gym environments [7] . In Reacher-v2, a robotic arm with two degrees of freedom rotates to reach a randomly-positioned target. This environment maps from s i ∈ R 11 to a i ∈ R 2 . In Hopper-v2, a two-dimensional onelegged robot hops as quickly as possible towards a target. The Hopper-v2 environment maps from s i ∈ R 11 to a i ∈ R 3 . We selected open source environments for easy reproducibility.
Hyperparameters Table 1 summarizes the hyperparameters we used in our evaluations. These were chosen so as to optimize expert query efficiency while maintaining convergence to the algorithm's best policy. The random baseline hyperparameter was chosen so as to make that strategy competitive with active learning strategies in query efficiency (Equation 3). Random P (Query) 30% 30% Table 1 : Hyperparameters for proposed algorithms and baselines. τ is the threshold on the norm of predicted loss, and is the threshold on the norm of the gradient of predicted loss with respect to input and action space. Note the two values of τ for Reacher-v2 differ since displayed values were individually-optimal.
Results
Our results show that gradient-based methods can outperform their non-gradient-based counterparts in that they may yield higher rewards with only a modest increase in the number of expert queries required. To compare algorithm performance, we define the query efficiency of estimated policyπ:
This is the difference in loss between a supervised learning policy (trained only on expert actions in expert-observed states) and the active learning policy in question, divided by the total cost of querying the expert at states s i during the estimation ofπ. For our purposes, we let C(s i ) = 1 ∀ s i , and thus i∈Dπ C(s i ) is simply the number of times the expert was queried in the estimation ofπ (i.e. #Dπ). Accurate policies that require few queries to estimate are query efficient. We make three conclusions. First, adding gradient logic to safety-aware baselines (SafeDAgger Gradient and Loss Gradient) improves performance and efficiency on Reacher-v2, and integrating gradient logic with random sampling (SafeDAgger Gradient Random and Loss Gradient Random) further improves average reward as well as efficiency. This result suggests the validity of loss gradients as a proxy for risk, as well as the benefit of unbiased expert sampling. We further note that, although not statistically significant, test-time performance of risk-aware algorithms appears superior to that of DAgger early on. We hypothesize that this occurs because, early in training, risk-aware strategies shift the distribution of training data toward riskier states, causing the trained models to give more importance to those states than DAgger would.
Second, although DAgger shows best performance overall, random sampling is a strong baseline, converging to similar performance as DAgger with substantially improved query efficiency in both Reacher-v2 and Hopper-v2. This indicates that an unbiased sampling strategy may be a competitive model against which proposed active learning strategies should be tested. Test-set loss vs. expert Third, most safety-and risk-aware algorithms fail to converge to DAgger performance in the more complex environment Hopper-2. In this setting, DAgger and random sampling stand out as strong algorithms despite their simplicity. While some proposed algorithms (Loss and SafeDAgger Gradient Random) show promising performance and efficiency numbers, the fact that other safety-aware algorithms, including the established SafeDAgger baseline, fail to converge to DAgger performance makes us cautious to make strong conclusions from these data. While it is possible that these algorithms would converge to DAgger performance under more extensive hyperparameter tuning, this result hints at the challenges posed by richer environments to algorithms that aim at outperforming DAgger and random baselines.
A final observation is that in our Reacher-v2 simulations, SafeDAgger Gradient queries the expert fewer times than SafeDAgger proper for much of the training course (Figure 2) , even though the condition for querying the expert in SafeDAgger Gradient is more relaxed. We hypothesize that this occurs because SafeDAgger Gradient, by using the gradient of loss as a proxy for risk and obtaining expert demonstrations in the face of such risk, is better able to reduce future risk and thus future need for expert queries. We note, however, that this is not the case for Hopper-v2.
Limitations
While our work suggests the value of gradients as a proxy for risk in active learning, our experiments are hardly conclusive. Most notably, we did not complete an extensive analysis of the value of gradients in all of the major DAgger derivatives and instead focused our efforts on SafeDAgger.
Due to computational limitations, even though we deployed each trained agent at each training iteration in multiple randomly sampled test-time environments, we executed this procedure only once per algorithm. In other words, only one agent was trained per algorithm. For a more robust evaluation, we would train a number of agents for each algorithm to produce uncertainty estimates for the number of expert queries made as well.
While our Reacher-v2 simulations show that adding gradient logic to active learning decision rules has the potential to improve performance and, thus, should be further investigated, we could not replicate those results in the second, more challenging environment Hopper-v2. Not only did our gradient-based methods not improve performance over DAgger and random selection in Hopper-v2, but even the established SafeDAgger did not converge to a competitive policy in that case. While we do not rule out that more extensive hyperparameter search could improve the performance of those algorithms, we believe this result should be a call for more robust methods that can more easily be transferred to new environments.
Similarly, we believe further investigation of the trade-offs of active learning and unbiased random strategies to be necessary. Not only did we find that a random querying strategy is highly competitive to both DAgger and safety-aware strategies, but most importantly, we also found that random selection was the most robust policy when replicating our experiments on a new environment. Thus, unbiased strategies seem to provide stronger practical guarantees of generalization compared to current state-of-the-art active learning strategies. Of course, purely random sampling may not be possible due to safety risk; in these cases observation weighting may offer a compromise.
Conclusion
DAgger is able to improve over a purely supervised learning approach by mitigating the problem of covariate shift, but does so at a high expert querying cost. Various DAgger derivatives have been created to limit the number of expert queries made while maintaining similar policy quality as DAgger. We have shown that these methods may be possible to improve by incorporating gradients.
We experienced difficulty in replicating the performance of both popular active learning strategies and our proposed methods in a more complex environment. Further research on the robustness of active learning algorithms across environments is necessary.
Finally, we observed that a random selection algorithm, which obtains unbiased samples of expert demonstrations, is a strongly competitive alternative to both query-intensive and safety-aware methods. Future imitation learning active learning algorithms should compare to a random querying baseline to establish algorithmic complexity is warranted.
